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T H E UNKNOWN WAR W I T H RUSSIA: WILSON'S SIBERIAN INTER
VENTION. By Robert J. Maddox. San Rafael, Calif.: Presidio Press, 1977. 
xii, 156 pp. Illus. $9.95. 

This is a singularly pointless book. Because there is no preface, the reader can only 
guess what Professor Maddox intended. He provides virtually no new information or 
documentation on a subject already frequently treated. Consequently, a research con
tribution was apparently not his purpose. If he aimed to offer a new interpretation 
of Wilson's decision to intervene, an article would have sufficed. 

Moreover, his interpretation is ambiguous, if not muddled. The dust cover claims 
that the book shows "how willing President Wilson was to violate his own expressed 
convictions about 'self-determination,' 'open diplomacy' and the constitutional process, 
in pursuit of his private intentions to prevent Japanese or even Allied seizure of 
Russian territory and to topple the Bolshevik regime." But the author's conclusion 
is contradictory on even this "revisionist" point. Maddox states (on page 136) that 
Wilson "detested communism and hoped for a successful counter-revolution, but this 
does not prove he tried to promote one." Yet the author claims (on the same page) 
that Wilson supported intervention for anti-Bolshevik reasons, despite the president's 
statements and behavior to the contrary. In asserting Wilson's duplicitous promotion 
of intervention, Maddox echoes rather than adds to earlier criticisms of Wilson's 
Russian policy by Lasch, Mayer, Williams, and Levin. 

The case Maddox presents is weak. He makes intuitive judgments about Wilson's 
intentions, draws inferences from highly selective facts about what the president 
really meant, and offers a simplistic view of the complex matter of United States 
policy toward Russia. The book is well written but it would be best if it had not been 
written at all. 

JOHN M. THOMPSON 
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T H E MENSHEVIKS: FROM T H E REVOLUTION OF 1917 TO THE 
SECOND WORLD WAR. Edited by Leopold H. Haimson. Translated by 
Gertrude Vakar. Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1974. 
xxiv, 476 pp. $22.50. 

In these essays, the Mensheviks Leo Lande, George Denicke, Simon Wolin, David 
Dallin, and Boris Sapir have recorded a narrow but important part of Menshevik 
history. As participants in the events they describe, they provide a remarkable pic
ture of Menshevik dogmatism, political ineffectiveness, elitism, and intellectual in
tegrity. As documented here, the Menshevik dilemma was impressively consistent. 
Thoroughgoing economic determinists, certain that the Russian Revolution was bour
geois, Mensheviks were confronted by a bourgeoisie which repeatedly blocked "bour
geois" economic reform and a "petty bourgeoisie" which demanded the abolition 
of private property. Such political realities did not shake the determinist faith of 
the Mensheviks, although Sapir recalled that a provincial Menshevik (evidently 
feeling the strain) wrote to the Central Committee in 1917 asking its members to 
"give us permission to become less intelligent." Mensheviks hoped that politically 
conscious workers, aware that socialist revolution was premature, would somehow 
"develop into an independent force with its own socialist aims." And if this formulation 
seems complicated, Sapir adds the astonishing comment that "bourgeois revolution" 
is "the only doctrine which made political sense even if it is far removed from 
reality" (p. 367). 

Nevertheless, as David Dallin has noted, Bolsheviks promising socialism assumed 
power with "unbelievable lack of resistance," and Mensheviks were left to attribute 
this peculiar development to the behavior of a politically naive, primitive, and 
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